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Golf is one such sport which does not ask you to work or run or chase a lot, but standing at a
particular place for long. There is a common misconception that golf is a lazy sport unlike soccer or
rugby or cricket. But contact sports like golf can be more strenuous than other common sports.
While playing golf the player needs to twist-turn, swing and shift his body causing neck pain or back
aches easily. These are the common injuries golfers experience across the world. But injuries are
not our topic of discussion here; we would focus on the effect of infrared saunas in curing these
common injuries of golf.

Neck injuries are probably the most common difficulties a player faces during his tenure. It happens
for various reasons ranging from carrying the heavy golf bag to slowly swinging the club to measure
the best hit. More difficult is to play golf with a continuously nagging neck pain as it may worsen the
situation later. Infrared saunas can give you a relief from such bothering neck pain as the heat
slowly wards off the pain and makes you feel better.

Infrared saunas are also helpful in treating the back pains and back injuries. Back pain can make
you feel restless as you cannot freely move, walk, twist and swing your club. The whole body
refuses to work smoothly due to back-aches. Regular sessions in Infrared saunas can save a golfer
from going through such painful life. Ward off the excruciating pain with the radiant heat of saunas
and let your body breathe a sigh of relief. Golfers often suffer from problems in shoulder blades
which is, no doubt, happens from swinging clubs. Tendinitis is often blamed for this serious shoulder
trouble.

A hurting shoulder never allows you to concentrate on the game; therefore, it is always advised to
treat the shoulder injuries seriously with infrared saunas. This is the reason why the infrared saunas
are now considered as the best friend of all the golfers across world. The soothing heat of FIR
saunas eases muscle pains, spasms, aches and injuries by penetrating the whole body. It works
faster than the pain relief lotions or creams.

Next pleasing thing about infrared saunas is their positive effect in controlling a balanced blood
circulation. When a golfer has a proper blood circulation throughout the body for a long period of
time with a higher rate of heart beat, it is more likely that body will ensure more fresh oxygen intake
and flow of natural nutrients which, in turn, help in tone down pains and aches.

Accepting this relieving effect of infrared saunas in helping golfers to ease body pains, this particular
sauna system sees installation in all the major golf club houses. Spend 30 minutes daily after your
golf practice and you will feel all the body tensions are gone in a moment. Therefore you can only
put all your concentration and focus on the game and its strategies, not on your body.
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